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This is smooth Americana Country music. 12 MP3 Songs COUNTRY: Country Folk, EASY LISTENING:

Mood Music Details: JUST LISTEN TO THREE SONGS... This is TRUE AMERICANA type music...

VERRRRRY Melodic and cool. WE HAVE SOLD THOUSANDS,AND WE HAVE NO UNSATISFIED

CUSTOMERS YET! IT IS EVEN IN AUSTRALIA, AND THEY LIKE IT TOO! IT MAKES GREAT ROAD

MUSIC. We've been at this awhile, my partner and I... these songs are about life, and they weave

together like a fine novel. The poetry is strong, and the music is very melodic. It is about life and death...

love and pain. We have been playing everything from the smokey bars to the back yards and blue lights;

We've played all across the West; Wahsington State, Texas, Oklahoma etc. We are kind of

cowboy/hippies (I, personally, could never make up my mind, and Randy just didn't care), and We have

been told our music is "moving" by both "cowboys and hippies." I write what I feel and know... "...listen

closely to the words in the songs; you will find more than one level of meaning." Robin Kellison Carriage

House Productions. At the gigs, we are always asked to do originals by fans who have heard us before.

Currently, Sony has this CD, and we are waiting for a word from them. My partner in crime, Randy

Bateman, adds the bass and harmony, and of course, a good piece of the soul. He and I have been

laying down tunes for quite some time. This CD shares life, and I feel you will probably find yourself in it

when you listen to it. Robin Kellison's (our manager) "My Hometown" is so good, I felt I had to put it on

the cd -- he gave me freedom to do it my way. He writes great lyrics and is cool to work with. Music is no

hobby for me; it is a passion, lifestyle... and all that stuff.
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